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1. Introduction 

1.1 

If a vector field X on a manifold M of dimension 2d is Hamiltonian with respect to 
two different symplectic structures a0 and (~1, then its flow preserves the eigenvalues of 
the recursion operator R = ~!a!; here ab : TM + T * M is the isomorphism induced 
by the symplectic form u and & is its inverse. Hence, if R has d eigenvalues which are 
functionally independent and pairwise in involution, then it is completely integrable. (Since 
R is the product of two antisymmetric matrices, all its eigenvalues are at least double [ 11, 
and so at most d are independent.) 

Magri [2] showed that a sufficient condition for the eigenvalues of the recursion operator to 
be in involution is that the two symplectic structures are compatibZe, in the sense that the sum 
of the corresponding Poisson tensors is still a Poisson tensor. However, not all completely 
integrable systems are bi-Hamiltonian in Magri’s sense, not even in a neighborhood of an 
invariant torus [3-51, or, as we shall say, semi-locally. (In this paper, ‘semi-local’ means 
always ‘defined in a neighborhood of an entire invariant torus’.) 

Recently, Bogoyavlenskij [6] has given another, broader, sufficient condition for the 
eigenvalues of the recursion operator to be in involution. This condition, which he calls 
strong dynamical compatibility, requires the existence of a vector field X which is 
Hamiltonian with respect to both symplectic structures ~0 and (rl , is completely integrable 
with respect to one of them, and is anisochronous. Specifically, Bogoyavlenskij assumes that 
the orbits of X lie on Lagrangian tori and that, in any local system of ao-action-angle coor- 
dinates (a, cr), the ao-Hamiltonian H(a) of X satisfies at every point a the anisochronicity 
condition 2 

(a> # 0. (1.1) 

Condition (1.1) plays a central role in our context and is easily clarified. This condition 
implies that the dense subsets of the invariant d-dimensional tori of X are closures of 
trajectories, so that every ‘semi-local’ integral of motion is constant on them. Together with 
the Lagrangian character of the tori, this implies that all semi-local integrals of motion of X 
are in involution. On the other hand, the eigenvalues of the recursion operator are semi-local 
quantities (see also Section 3.1), and so one concludes that they are in involution. 

Compared to Magri’s, Bogoyavlenskij’s notion of compatibility has the advantage that all 
completely integrable anisochronous systems are semi-locally bi-Hamiltonian in this sense. 
Furthermore, Bogoyavlenskij [6] could classify all semi-local symplectic structures which 
are compatible (in his own sense) with a given one, as well as all semi-local symplectic 
structures in which a given completely integrable anisochronous system is Hamiltonian. On 

2 Bogoyavlenskij uses the expression ‘nondegenerate’ instead of ‘anisochronous’, but we will use here the 
former with another meaning. 
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the other hand, it can be difficult to practically verify the ‘strong dynamical compatibility’ 
of two given symplectic structures. 

1.2 

In this paper we study the case of degenerate (or superintegrable) systems, which have 
more than d independent integrals of motion, say 2d - n > d with some n < d, and 
correspondingly have motions which take place on isotropic tori of dimension n, rather 
than on Lagrangian tori of dimension d. This case includes classical systems like d 2 1 
harmonic oscillators with equal frequencies (n = l), the Kepler system (d = 3, n = l), and 
the free rigid body with a fixed point (d = 3, II = 2). In [6] there are a few examples and 
partial results about the degenerate case (Theorem 8 and Sections 5 and 6); in particular, it 
is observed there that a degenerate system is Hamiltonian with respect to many more semi- 
local symplectic structures than a nondegenerate one. The expression of all these semi-local 
symplectic forms was given in [7], within a different context, and was also announced in 
[l&19] as part of a proof of a more general result which we will mention later. Since this 
expression constitutes a prerequisite for the present work, we will review it in Section 2.2. 

Our approach is based on the notion of noncommutative integrability, which appears to 
be the appropriate integrability notion for degenerate systems and is briefly reviewed in 
Section 2.1. In short, a Hamiltonian vector field is said to be noncommutatively integrable 
if it is tangent to the fibers of an isotropic fibration which, in addition, is symplectically 
complete, i.e., possesses a polar foliation. We shall moreover say that a system of this kind 
has n frequencies if it possesses exactly 2d - n semi-local integrals of motion near any 
invariant torus. 

This point of view gives a thorough geometric insight, which explains the richness of 
symplectic structures of degenerate systems. As is expected, the reason is in the well-known 
fact that, in the degenerate case, the invariant isotropic tori can be grouped together so as 
to form infinitely many different Lagrangian foliations ([S, Section 5 1 .D]; see also [9] for 
a discussion within the setting of noncommutative integrability), and as it turns out, each 
of them corresponds to a bi-symplectic structure. 

More precisely, our purposes in the paper are the following: 
(i) To give a (geometric) notion of compatible symplectic structures which is general 

enough to include all the semi-local symplectic structures in which a given noncom- 
mutatively integrable system with any number of frequencies is Hamiltonian. In turn, 
this will provide a geometric characterization of these semi-local symplectic structures. 
Specifically, motivated by the definition of noncommutative integrability, we shall in- 
troduce two distinct definitions of compatible symplectic structures. They both require 
the existence of a fibration whose fibers are ‘bi-isotropic’, have the same afline struc- 
tures, and possess a polar with respect to both structures; for the stronger definition 
we also require that the two polars coincide (for details, see Section 3.1). The weaker 
definition includes all semi-local symplectic structures of a given degenerate system. 
However, the counterpart to the existence of more symplectic structures is that the 
property of being bi-Hamiltonian, even in the stronger sense, does not imply any more 
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the noncommutative integrability of a degenerate system. From this point of view, 
the bi-Hamiltonian property appears to be similar to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 
namely a way of describing Lagrangian foliations not directly generalizable to the 
isotropic case. Nevertheless, it is possible to find three suitable symplectic structures 
such that any corresponding “tri-Hamiltonian” system is integrable in the noncommu- 
tative sense. We shall exemplify the situation in the simplest case of two harmonic 
oscillators with equal frequencies. 

(ii) In the nondegenerate case, the above definition reduces to the existence of a fibration 
with compact connected fibers whose fibers are Lagrangian and have the same affine 
structure with respect to both symplectic structures. As we shall discuss, this notion 
of bi-Hamiltonian systems is more general than Bogoyavlenskij’s, although retaining 
its main features regarding the relations between bi-Hamiltonianity and complete in- 
tegrability (Section 3) and regarding the construction of symmetry by means of the 
recursion operator (Appendix A). 
In the nondegenerate case, the ideas underlying this definition are not new. The rel- 
evance of bi-Lagrangian fibrations for the bi-Hamiltonian setting appears explicitly, 
for instance, in [5,10,11], and is also implicit in Bogoyavlenskij’s definition of strong 
dynamical compatibility (the role of the nondegenerate bi-Hamiltonian vector field is 
precisely that of generating such a fibration). What seems instead to be new is the 
consideration of the degenerate, isotropic case. 

(iii) Thirdly, at a more elementary level, we address here the problem of whether the 
independence of the eigenvalues of the recursion operator is really necessary to assure 
that all bi-Hamiltonian systems are completely (or noncommutatively, depending on 
the case) integrable. As we shall show by an example in Appendix A, this is not the case. 

1.3 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a short review of noncommu- 
tative integrability and provides the basis for the whole treatment. Section 3 deals with the 
definition of compatible symplectic structures and the characterization of the semi-local 
symplectic structures compatible to a given one. In Section 4 we investigate the relations 
between bi-Hamiltonianity and noncommutative integrability. Section 5 is devoted to the 
example. In Appendix A we consider some questions related to recursion operators and sym- 
metries. Appendix B contains some comments about the adopted definition of compatible 
symplectic structures. 

2. Noncommutatively integrable systems and their semi-iocal structure 

2.1. Noncommutative integrability 

We begin by recalling a few basic facts about the geometry of noncommutatively inte- 
grable systems (for more details, see [9,12]). 
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Let (M, a) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2d and II : M + B a (locally trivial) 
fibration with fibers of dimension n 5 d and base a manifold B of dimension 2d - n. The 
polar foliation of n, if it exists, is the foliation whose tangent bundle is the distribution of 
the symplectic orthogonals to the tangent spaces of the fibers of n. If rc has a polar foliation, 
which we denote by ntl (even though it is in general not a fibration), then n is said to be 
symplectically complete. 

We recall that a submanifold of M is called isotropic (coisotropic) if its tangent spaces are 
contained in (contain) their own o-orthogonals. A Lagrangian submanifold is one which is 
both isotropic and coisotropic. So, every Lagrangian fibration coincides with its own polar. 

Symplectically complete fibrations, under various names (dual pairs, bifoliations), are 
well-studied objects (see [12-151). We review here some of their basic properties: 

(Pl) A fibration n : M + B is symplectically complete if and only if B has a Poisson struc- 
ture A such that YC : (M, a) + (B, A) is a Poisson morphism [14, Chapter 3, 
Proposition 9.71. 

(P2) If rc : M + B is symplectically complete and its fibers are isotropic, then they have 
an affine structure. More precisely, there exists a partial connection V(“) : X,1 x X, + X, 
on M, where X, and X,1 are the spaces of all sections of rc and of its polar n ‘, respectively. 
This partial connection is defined by 

V(“)Y = (,lf Lx ob (Y) X vx E x rl, YE&c, (2.1) 

and its restriction V@) : X, x X, + X, to the fibers of n defines a flat torsion-free 
connection, whose existence implies that the compact connected components of the fibers 
of n are diffeomorphic to Tn [16, Section 4.61. 

(P3) Under the same assumptions of (P2), every compact connected component of a fiber 
of rc has a neighborhood N equipped with generalized action-angle coordinates, i.e., a 
diffeomorphism 

(b,a): N -+ U xTn, 

where U C [WU-” is open, such that b is constant on the fibers of n, and writing b = 
(p, q, a) : N + [Wdmn x lRd-” x Rn, one has 

d-n ill 
CT (N = c dpi A dqi + c dai A dai 

i=l i=l 

(see [12,15,17]). 

(2.2) 

With the notation of (P3), the coordinates a and (Y will be called, respectively, actions and 
angles; the (II are (angular) coordinates on the fibers, and b = (p, q, a) are local coordinates 
on the base B of the fibration. Specifically, the actions a are local Casimirs of (B , A), while 
(p, q) are local canonical coordinates on its symplectic leaves. Note also that the coisotropic 
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leaves of the polar foliation are locally described by the equations a = const. Hence, we 
have: 

(P4) Any leaf of T& is projected by n onto a symplectic leaf of B. 

Finally, we explicitly note that, by (2.2), the Hamiltonian vector field of the action ai 
is a/&i (i = l,..., n). AS is clear, a/aoi is tangent to the fibers of n and has 27r- 
periodic orbits. Moreover, Vu) a,aaja/aoj = 0 for all i, j. This is verified by observing 

that V(O) has the following expression in generalized action-angle coordinates: if 3 X = 
X,, a/apU + X,, a/aq, + Xai a/aai and Y = Yo,; i3/aai, then 

vyr = (LxY& 
acxj 

(2.3) 

Definition 1. (D1.l) A Hamiltonian vector field XH on a symplectic manifold (M, a) is 
called noncommutatively integrable if it is tangent to the fibers of an isotropic symplectically 
complete fibration n with compact and connected fibers. 

(D1.2) If, moreover, the fibers of n have dimension n and XH does not possess more 
than dim A4 - n first integrals with differentials everywhere linearly independent in an open 
invariant set, then we say that XH has n frequencies. 

The above definition of noncommutative integrability is somewhat stricter than usual 
(one could only require the existence of an invariant foliation, rather than a fibration, with 
not necessarily compact leaves), but this is the case of interest here. 

Under the hypotheses of (D 1. l), in any system of generalized action-angle coordinates 
(p, q, a, a) of the fibration rr, the Hamiltonian H of X is necessarily a function of the 
actions a alone, H = H(a). Hence, XH = wi(a)a/aoi with w = aH/&z and all its 
motions are quasi-periodic on the tori b = const., i.e., on the fibers of rr. Furthermore, 
under the hypotheses of (D1.2), n is the finest invariant fibration of any open nonempty 
invariant set of M. In the following, we shall refer to such a fibration as the fibration by the 
invariant tori of XH. We shall say that X is unisochronous if a I-+ o(u) is everywhere a 
local diffeomorphism (i.e., condition (1.1) is satisfied). 

When n = d, noncommutative integrability reduces to the usual notion of complete 
integrability, i.e., to the existence of a Lagrangian fibration with compact connected fibers 
diffeomorphic to Td , and of the corresponding action-angle coordinates (a, c-w). The novelty 
of the degenerate case is related to the existence of the polar foliation and to the Poisson 
structure on the base manifold, which is stratified into its own symplectic leaves. 

In order to understand this structure, it may be useful to refer to Fig. 1 (after [9]). There, 
each ‘daisy’ represents a leaf a = const. of the polar foliation, which is in turn fibered by 
the invariant tori (p, q, a) = const. (its petals); each of them is based at a point (p, q) of 

3 We understand everywhere the summation over repeated indices. Furthermore, we make the convention 
that the indices i, j take the values 1, . , n, the indices U, u the values 1, . . ., n - d, and the indices r, s the 
values 1, . . . ,2d -n. 
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Fig. 1. 

a symplectic leaf of the base manifold (the center of the daisy). Hence, all petals of the 
same daisy carry motions with equal frequencies o(a). As an example, in the case of a 
system for which all motions are periodic (n = 1). the ‘petals’ are circles and the daisies 
are the connected components of the level sets of the Hamiltonian H = H(a) (hence, the 
‘meadow’ on which they grow is one-dimensional). 

2.2. The semi-local symplectic structures of noncommutatively integrable systems 

We consider now a Hamiltonian vector field X on a symplectic manifold (M, oo), which 
is noncommutatively integrable with n frequencies. Introduce a system of local general- 
ized action-angle coordinates (b, (II) = (p, q, a, a), so that X = wi(a)a/&. In [7] (see 
also [18,19]) it has been shown that, in a neighborhood of any of its invariant tori, X is 
Hamiltonian with respect to another symplectic structure (~1 if and only if 

01 = E,i (b) dbr A dai + i Fr, (b) db, A db, + ;Gij doi A doj, (2.4) 

where E and F = -FT are matrices which depend on b, G = -GT is a constant matrix, 
E and G are such that 

d(Eriwi db,) = 0, 
Gw=O, (2.5) 

and E and F satisfy the obvious necessary conditions for ut to be closed and nondegenerate. 
The presence of the matrix G in (2.4) is related to a delicate (but interesting) point. As is 

clear, the invariant tori of X are crt -isotropic if and only if G = 0 and, as it turns out, this is 
exactly the condition for X to be at-noncommutatively integrable [7]. Therefore, if G # 0, 
one has a Hamiltonian system with all motions quasi-periodic which is not completely (or 
noncommutatively) integrable. It is possible to give quite broad conditions which rule out 
this possibility, namely: 
(Cl) 01 is exact; 
(C2) n=lorn=2; 
(C3) rank am/& 2 n - 1 at some point of each connected component of the manifold. 
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(See [7]; for n = d, conditions similar to (C3) were known to Gallavotti [26] and are 
given in Theorem 9 of [6]). Nevertheless, this possibility cannot be excluded, and systems 
of this kind do exist. A general framework for this situation, which seems to indicate that 
complete (or noncommutative) integrability might not be the ultimate integrability notion 
for Hamiltonian systems, is discussed in [18,19]. In the sequel, we restrict ourselves to the 
case G = 0 in order to remain within the framework of noncommutative integrability. 

If G = 0, then it is not difficult to see (exploiting its closedness) that ~1 has the form 

ol = d(ei o b) A daj + d(f, o b) A dbr, (2.6) 

where el, . . . , e,, and ft, . . . , f2&,, are arbitrary functions subject only to the closedness 
condition 

d(wi d(ei o b)) = 0 (2.7) 

and to the nondegeneracy conditions 

rankE =n, rank(F, E) = 2d - n, (2.8) 

where the matrices E and F, respectively, of dimensions (2d -n) x n and (2d -n) x (2d -n), 
have entries 

aei 
Eri = ab, 

F _ afs rs afr. 
r ab, ab,' 

(2.9) 

note that the first equation in Eq. (2.8) implies that e is a submersion. 
Formula (2.6) implies that the al-polar of the fibration b = const. is described by the 

equations e o b = const. (Indeed, a vector field Z = Zbra/i3b, + Z”‘a/&q is tangent to the 
leaves of the polar foliation if and only if 0 = crl (Z, a/&i) = i3ei/abrZbr = Lzei for all 
i .) As a consequence, the q- and ol -polars of n coincide if and only if the map e depends 
only on the actions a, in which case 

crt = d(eioa)r\ dai+ d(f,ob)r\ db,. (2.10) 

In particular, this case is met when X is anisochronous, and under such a hypothesis, 
formula (2.10) further specializes. In fact, if a H w(a) is a local diffeomorphism, then the 
closedness condition (2.7) can be written 

0 = d(ei (b) dwi (a)) = d ei (b) 2 daj 
J > 

so that (locally) ei awi/aaj = ag/&zj for some function g = g(a), which implies e = e(a), 
as claimed. However, since one can regard e and g as functions of o, condition d(ei dwi) = 0 
implies 

ag ei=-. 
&0i 

This is always the case if uc and ~1 are ‘strongly dynamically compatible’, as noted 
in [6]. 
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We add a final comment. Any noncommutatively integrable system is obviously semi- 
locally completely integrable, since the functions I = (p, a) (for instance) are first integrals 
in involution. In many cases, the local coordinates 41, . . . , qd_n on the symplectic leaves 
can be taken to be angles, so that the generalized action-angle coordinates (p, q, a, a) 
become ‘action-angle coordinates’ (I, PO), with q = (q, a), adapted to the Lagrangian fi- 
bration I = const. However, formulas (2.6) and (2.10) may contain also terms in dqi A dqj, 
in which case the tori I = const. are not at-Lagrangian. Nevertheless, in the noncommu- 
tative approach, only the at-isotropy of the smaller tori (p, q, a) = const. matters, and 
this is a less stringent condition. The greater freedom relative to the terms in dp and dq 
in formulas (2.6) and (2.10) is connected with the possibility of changing canonical coor- 
dinates on the symplectic leaves of the base manifold; we shall exemplify this situation in 
Section 5. 

Remarks. 
(i) To our knowledge, the semi-local characterization of Magri compatible symplectic 

forms is not known. 
(ii) A particular symplectic structure of the form (2.10) for the Kepler system has been 

given in [20]. 

3. Compatible symplectic structures 

3.1. Definitions and semi-local characterization 

In this section we introduce two notions of compatible symplectic structures under which 
all symplectic structures (2.6) and (2. lo), respectively, are compatible. These two notions 
coincide in the nondegenerate case n = d. 

Definition 2. (D2.1) Let M be a manifold of dimension 2d and let ao and 61 be two 
symplectic structures on it. Assume that there exists a fibration n of M with compact 
connected fibers of dimension n 5 d, which is: 
- bi-isotropic (i.e., its fibers are isotropic with respect to co and al); 
- bi-symplectically complete (i.e., n has a polar with respect to a0 and al); 
- bi-affine (i.e., the restrictions of V(“O) and V(“i) to the fibers of n coincide). 
Then, we say that (~0, ~1, TC) form a bi-symplectic structure of order n on M, or that aa 
and (~1 are n-compatible. 

(D2.2) If, moreover, the Q- and (rt -polars of n coincide, then we say that 00 and ~71 are 
(IT, &)-compatible. 

(D2.3) We say that two symplectic structures a0 and et are independent if the recursion 
operator R = ~!a: has d eigenvalues which are everywhere distinct and have everywhere 
linearly independent differentials. 
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Some equivalent restatements of the condition of bi-affinity are given in Appendix B, 
where we also show in examples the independence of the three conditions entering (D2.1). 
We also note that the equality of the au- and 61 -polars of n (as in (D2.2)) amounts to requiring 
the equality of the two partial connections V(“o) and V@i) (not just of their restrictions to 
the fibers of n, as in (D2.1)). 

The following proposition characterizes the semi-local structure of the symplectic forms 
which are n- or (n, r&)-compatible with a given one. This extends a result in [6] for the 
nondegenerate case. 

Proposition 1. 

(0 Let (00, 01, n) be a bi-symplectic structure of order n on a mantfold M of dimension 
2d 2 2n. Let (b, a) = (p, q, a, (2) be ao-generalized action-angle coordinates for 
n. Then, semi-locally, al has expressions (2.6)-(2.8). If a0 and 01 are also (n, II’)- 
compatible, then 01 is as in (2.10). 
Conversely, consider any open set C c R2d-n, any submersion e : C + W, and 
any map f : C + R2d-n fulfilling conditions (2.8) at any point of C. Let a0 and 
a) be as in (2.2) and in (2.6), respectively, and let n be the projection (b, (II) H b. 
Then, (a~, 61, n) is a bi-symplectic structure of order n on C x Tn. If moreover 
C = Z x A c R2d-2n x R” and e is a submersion from A into R”, then oo and 01 are 
(n, s&)-compatible. 

(ii) 

Proof 
(i) In full generality, we can write 

(~1 = Eri(b, a) db, A doi + i Fr,(b, a) db, A db, + $Gij(b, a) doi A doj, 

where E, F = -FT and G = -GT are matrices which depend on b and CY and are 
2n-periodic in (11. The ol -isotropy of the tori b = const. amounts to G = 0. Therefore, 
al@/&) = -Eri db, and so 

foranyi, j = l,..., n. Since of is an isomorphism, this implies (aErj/i&) db, = 0 
for all i, j, i.e., E = E(b). We now show that F does not depend on the angles oi 
either. The closedness of ot implies 

0 = dot 
a a a 

> 
a&i a& aFrs 

z&Kr’ab, 
-+- 

=ab,- ab, &xi 
Vi, r, s, 

so that i3F,,/&_xi does not depend on a; hence, since Fr, is 2n-periodic in (Y, one 
concludes that it does not depend on CX. 
So far, we have proven that ~1 has the form (2.4), with G = 0. Hence, the closedness of 
(~1 implies that the l-forms Eri db, are closed, i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, in some open subset 
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of the domain of the coordinates b there exist n functions ei such that E,i db, = dei . 
Similarly, F,, db, A db, is closed, and so l/2 F,, db, = df, for some functions fs. This 
proves that ut has the form (2.6). The nondegeneracy of crt implies that de1 , . . . , de, 
are linearly independent at every point, i.e., that e is a submersion. 
Finally, if 00 and cl have the same polar, then 0 = at (a/az, a/i3cri) = aei/az for all 
z=p,qandalli=l,..., nsothate=e(a). 
In the coordinates (b, a), of has the matrix 

+(g -0. 
Since it has rank 2d -n on account of (2.8), we conclude that ot = dei A dai + df, A db, 
is nondegenerate. It is obvious that the fibers of the projection n : C x T” -+ C are 
isotropic with respect to both co and ~1, and, as we have already mentioned, that its cru- 
and at-polars are given by the equations a = const. and e(b) = const., respectively. 
The fact that the restrictions of V@O) and V(“r) to the surfaces b = const. (i.e., the 
fibers of n) agree, follows from 

=&O)=O, i,j=l,..., n 

(we used e = e(b)). The last statement is clear, since e(u) = const. amounts to 
a = const. 0 

Remarks. 

(9 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Under the hypotheses of statement (i) of Proposition 1, the functions et, . . . , e, are 
ot-actions for the fibration n; one has indeed a/aclli = XgF = X2. The corresponding 
angles are given by q(b, a) = a! - E-‘f(b). 
Statement (ii) of Proposition 1 shows that, on a symplectic manifold, there are plenty 
of symplectic structures which are compatible (for any order) with a given one, at 
least semi-locally. As is obvious, globally it is another matter. (For some results on 
this point, in Magri’s case, see [5].) 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1, one sees that, if (au, crt , n) is a bi- 
symplectic structure on a manifold, then the eigenvalues of the recursion operator 
R = oio,” are defined in neighborhoods of the fibers of n. Indeed, it follows from 
(2.6) that the entries of the matrix representing R in any system of generalized action- 
angle coordinates (b, a) of ~0 depend only on b. (The exact expression of this matrix 
is given in formula (4. l).) 

3.2. Comparison with other compatibility notions 

We compare now the compatibility notion of Definition 2 with the one given by Bogoy- 
avlenskij. First of all, we have the following: 
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Proposition 2. 
(i) Assume that a vector$eld X on a mantfold M of dimension 2d is Hamiltonian and 

noncommutatively integrable with respect to a symplectic structure 00 and that it has 
n 5 d frequencies. Let n be thejbration by the invariant tori of X. Assume also that 
X is Hamiltonian relative to another symplectic structure o1 on M. Then 
(i.1) If X is (~1 -noncommutatively integrable (or else, if it satisfies any of the conditions 

(Cl)-(C3) of Section 2.2) then a0 and ~1 are n-compatible. 
(i.2) If n = d, or if X is anisochronous, then 00 and CJI are (TC, n’-)-compatible. 

(ii) Let (a~, (~1, n) be a bi-symplectic structure of order n on a manifold M of dimension 
2d p 2n. Then, for every point m E M there exists a neighborhood C of n(m) and 
a vector field X on x-l (C) which is tangent to the fibers of n, is Hamiltonian and 
noncommutatively integrable with respect to both 00 and 61, and has n frequencies. 

Proof 
(i.1) If X is at-noncommutatively integrable, then CT] has the form (2.6) in every sys- 

tem of ou-generalized action-angle coordinates of X. Hence, by statement (ii) of 
Proposition 1, ou and ot are n-compatible. Any of the conditions (Cl)-(C3) is suffi- 
cient for X to be crt -noncommutatively integrable. 

(i.2) If n = d, the two polars coincide. The same happens when a ti o(a) is a local 
diffeomorphism, since then, as observed in Section 2.2, CTI has the form (2.10) with 
e = e(a). 

(ii) Consider any vector w = (01, . . . , con) E R” which is nonresonant (i.e., w . u # 0 for 
all v E Z” \ {O}). Then, in any domain of generalized action-angle coordinates (b, a) 
of (n, cro), the vector field xi wi a/aai has all the required properties. 0 

Statement (i.2) shows that any two symplectic structures which are ‘strongly dynamically 
compatible’ in Bogoyavlenskij’s sense are also n-compatible for some Lagrangian fibration 
rr. So, in the nondegenerate case n = d, the novelty of our definition resides in that we 
relax the anisochronicity condition (1. l), replacing it with the assumption that the vector 
field has d frequencies. This actually produces a more general definition: 

Proposition 3. Let 

el (al, a21 = afa2, e2h, a21 = ala2, (3.1) 

and consider the two symplectic forms 00 = CF=, dat A doi and ~1 = ~~=I dei A doi 
on M = R$ x U2, which are independent in an open nonempty subset A x U2 of M. Then: 
(i) au and o1 are not strongly dynamically compatible in the sense of [6]. 

(ii) Let ~(a, a) = a. Then (oo, CTI , n) is a bi-symplectic structure of order 2 on M. 

Proof Since n = d, the eigenvalues of the recursion operator coincide with those of the 

matrix E (see Eq. (4. l)), which are (2a2 + 1 f F 
4a2 + l)al/2, proving the independence. 

As observed in Section 2.2, if ~0 and ot are strongly dynamically compatible, then a = a (0) 
and the local diffeomorphism e = e(a(w)) entering (2.10) has the form e = ag/aw for 
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some function g(w). If It = 2, as one verifies using the identity a/aai = (aoj/aai)(a/aoj), 
this implies 

iE2er a2e2 
-=-. 
aar aa i3ar aar 

This equality is not fulfilled for er and e2 given in (3. l), which proves statement (i). Statement 
(ii) follows from statement (ii) of Proposition 1, since det ae/i3a = afa2. cl 

It is not known to us whether our definition (as well as Bogoyavlenskij’s) is more general 
than Magri’s. If a0 and rrr are Magri compatible, then the eigenvalues of the recursion 
operator (if independent) define a bi-Lagrangian foliation. However, even when this foliation 
is a fibration and has compact and connected fibers, it is not clear whether, using the 
terminology of Definition 2, it is bi-affine; as noticed by various authors, this is equivalent 
to the existence of an anisochronous completely integrable bi-Hamiltonian vector field (see 
[5] and also Proposition B. 1 in Appendix B). On the other hand, we mention that there exist 
strongly dynamically compatible structures which are not Magri compatible [6, Section 51. 

4. Bi-Hamiltonian systems and noncommutative integrability 

4.1 

We consider now the central problem for the bi-Hamiltonian setting, namely, whether the 
property of being bi-Hamiltonian implies the (noncommutative) integrability of a system. 

Proposition 4. Let 00 and ~1 be independent and (rc, n’)-compatible. Then, any vector 
field X which is oo- and CJ~ -Hamiltonian is tangent to the leaves of the foliation polar to x. 

Proo$ In the cc-generalized action-angle coordinates (b, cr) of n, the recursion operator 
has the structure 

i 

F,‘, -Fq9 -F4a -E,, 

FPP FP4 F 
R= 

E& E,a 
EE “f;- ’ 

i 

(4.1) 

- Fp’a - F,‘a Faa E,, 

where E and F are as in (2.9) and we have ordered their entries according to the order of 
the coordinates b = (p, q, a), namely: 

Fpp, FP4, and Fq4 are (d - n) x (d - n) matrices with entries Fu,,, Fu,d_n+u and 
Fd_n+u,d_n+v, respectively, (u, u = 1,. . . , d - n); 
E,, and E,, are (d - n) x n matrices with entries Eu,w_zn+j and Ed_n+u,2d_2n+j7 
respectively,(u=l,..., d-n,j=l,..., n); 
E,, and F,, are n X n matrices with entrieS E2d-2n+i,u-2n+j and F2d-&+i,2&2n+j, 
respectively, (i, j = 1, . . . , n). 
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Since under the present hypothesis e = e(a), then E,, = Epcr = 0 and so the eigenvalue 
problem for R factorizes. Specifically, the eigenvalues of R are those of E = Eacy, each 
counted twice, and those of the matrix 

which also are all double because it is the product of two antisymmetric matrices. Since by 
hypothesis R has d distinct and independent eigenvalues, it follows that the matrix E has IZ 
distinct and independent eigenvalues. Therefore, observing that E depends only on a, one 
concludes that its eigenvalues are locally invertible functions of the actions a. The proof is 
concluded by recalling that the level sets of the actions are the leaves of the foliation polar 
to n. 0 

Proposition 4 shows that, if ou and ot are n-compatible and rc is Lagrangian (i.e., n = 
n’), then any bi-Hamiltonian vector field is completely integrable with respect to both ao 
and ~1. 

The conclusion of Proposition 4 is instead much poorer if ou and ol are (n, nl)- 
compatible, with n isotropic but not Lagrangian. The conclusion is that any bi-Hamiltonian 
vector field is tangent to the leaves of rr I, rather than to those of rc. We do not know whether 
this result can be improved. The point is that the only ingredient used in the proof is the very 
general fact that a bi-Hamiltonian vector field preserves the d eigenvalues of the recursion 
operator, but there could be additional constraints (see Remark (i) below). However, one 
cannot expect, in general, that any bi-Hamiltonian vector field is tangent to the fibers of TC, 
as is seen in the following example: 

ao= dar\ do+ dpA dq, 61 = da* A da + dp* A dq, 

n(p, 4, a, a) = (P, 9, a). 
(4.2) 

The two symplectic forms ou and (~1 are (rr, nl)-compatible of order 1 on W: x S’ 3 
(p , q , a, a) and are independent (the eigenvalues of the recursion operator being a and p). 

Nevertheless, the vector field a/aq is oo- and al-Hamiltonian (with Hamilton functions p 

and p*, respectively) but not tangent to the fibers of rr . 

Remarks. 
(i) One can ask whether the conservation of the eigenvalues of the recursion operator is the 

only constraint that the bi-Hamiltonian character imposes on a vector field. As we show 
in Appendix A.2 by a particular example, this does not seem to be the case: there exist 
compatible structures which are not independent and nevertheless have the property 
that any bi-Hamiltonian vector field is completely integrable. This situation is in our 
opinion very interesting and warrants further study. 

(ii) In principle, if rr is not Lagrangian, Proposition 4 might not even exclude the existence 
of systems which are bi-Hamiltonian and nevertheless truly nonintegrable. In fact, 
if the eigenvalues of the recursion operator are not in involution, their conservation 
only implies that any bi-Hamiltonian vector field has as many independent integrals of 
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motion as degrees of freedom, a property which, without the involutivity, does not rule 
out the possibility of chaotic motions (an example is the four vortices system [21-231). 
However, we do not know if systems with this strange property do exist. 

4.2. Tri-Hamiltonian systems 

Even though the bi-Hamiltonian character relative to a bi-symplectic structure of order 
n < d does not imply complete (or noncommutative) integrability, there is still a possibility 
to produce isotropic invariant foliations, namely, that the system be Hamiltonian with respect 
to three symplectic structures with suitable properties. 

The simplest situation occurs when there are two pairs of independent bi-symplectic 
structures of order d, say (ao,~l, nl) and (u~J,o~, IQ), with different oo-Lagrangian fibra- 
tions nl and IQ. In this case, any ‘tri-Hamiltonian’ vector field has to be tangent to the 
intersection of the fibers of these two fibrations. So, if these submanifolds are isotropic and 
have a polar foliation, any ‘tri-Hamiltonian’ vector field is noncommutatively integrable. 

As we now show, in typical situations, if X is noncommutatively integrable and has n 
frequencies, one can always find (at least semi-locally) three symplectic structures as above 
in such a way that TTI and 7~2 intersect exactly on the invariant tori of X. Specifically, let us 
refer to the situation in which X can be described, at least locally, as a completely integrable 
system, i.e., the local coordinates 41, . . . , qd+ on the symplectic leaves can be taken to 
be angles, so that the surfaces (p, a) = const. are Lagrangian tori. In order to construct, 
at least locally, a second Lagrangian fibration, we can for instance introduce new local 
‘action-angle’ coordinates (p’, q’) on the symplectic leaves by 

p: = (1 + : cosqu)pu, q:=qu+isinq, 

(u = l,... , d - n), so that the coordinate circles qu and q: are different and 

Therefore, as one immediately sees, 

(4.3) 

UI = da? A dai + dpi A dq,, nl(p, q,a,a) = (P,a), 
~72 = da? A dai + dp’t A dq:, nz(p’,q’,a,a) = ($,a), 

(4.4) 

have all the required properties. We shall exhibit a slightly different, but similar, situation 
in the next section. 

5. Example 

We consider here the classical system of two haxrnonic oscillators with equal frequencies. 
The Hamiltonian is given by 

(5.1) 
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on lR4 - - C* with the 2-form xi dxi A dyi . The system has all orbits periodic with period 
2n, except for the equilibrium, which will be tacitly excluded from the considerations below. 
The periodic orbits are the fibers of a fibration rr which can be described, for instance, by 
the three integrals of motion 

F1=~1~2+~1~2, F2=x1y2--2y1, F3=f(xf+yf-x;-y;) (5.2) 

(see e.g. [12]). Fl, F2, F3 are the components of the momentum map of the SU(2)-action 
on C*. 

Specifically, rr = (FI , F2, F3) is a submersion of M = R4 \ {0} x S3 x R+ onto B = 
083 \ {O} x S2 x lR+, with fiber St. The leaves of its polar foliation rrL are the level sets of 
the Hamiltonian H, which are diffeomorphic to S3. Hence, by property (P4) in Section 2.1, 
the symplectic leaves of B are the two-dimensional spheres {F E R3: 11 F 11 = H}. As is 
well known, the restriction of n to the level sets of H is the Hopf fibration S3 -+ S*. 

We construct now a set of (local) generalized action-angle coordinates of the fibration 
n : M + B. Note that the standard ‘action-angle’ coordinates (It, I*, qq , q.~), with xi = 
m cos ~pi, yi = m sin qpi, are not generalized action-angle coordinates of n, since 
H = It + 12. However, a system of generalized action-angle coordinates is constructed 
out of them by taking 

a = I1 + 12, (.y=(P1, p = -12, 4 = m - v29 

so that H = a. In these coordinates, the first integrals (5.2) become 

FI = zJ-p(a+p) COSq, F2 = 2,/a sinq, F3 = a + 2p, (5.3) 

so that (a,/-p(a + p), q, a + 2p) are cylindrical coordinates on the base B = R3 \ (0). 
This shows that the coordinates (p, q) on the symplectic leaves 11 F II = a are cylindric-like 
coordinates relative to the base ( FI , F2, F3), with singularities on the axis F3. The presence 
of some singularities of the generalized action-angle coordinates on any symplectic leaf 
is unavoidable, since they are compact (and moreover, the Hopf fibration is nontrivial). 
However, the location of these singularities can be chosen at will. This should actually be 
obvious, since, on account of the isotropy of the system, the periodic orbits in which only 
one of the two oscillators moves are not different from all other orbits. 

To show this in a formal way, we construct a new set of generalized action-angle coor- 
dinates. To this end, we begin by making a rotation by an angle $ in the plane (yt , yz), 
obtaining the new coordinates 

y{ = yt cos I++ - y2 sin $, yi = y1 sin $ + y2 cos llr, 

and we canonically extend this change of coordinates to the momenta 

xi =xtcos$-x*sin@, xi = x1 sin + + xq cos I++. 

In the coordinates (x’, y’) on R4, the Hamiltonian retains its form (xi * + yi * +xi* + y;*)/2, 
and so the fibration by the periodic orbits can also be described by the three first integrals 

F; = y;y; + +;, F; = xl, y; - x;y; , F; = $(x;* + y;* -xi* - y;*). 
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y2 
Y2 

J!ilYLL Y, 

Tw Y, 

(4 (b) 

Fig. 2. 

Hence, (F; , F;, F;) can be used as new coordinates on the base B of the fibration. Specif- 
ically, as some algebra shows, the coordinates F’ are related to the coordinates F by a 
rotation by an angle 2+ around the axis F2 (see Fig. 2(a)). 

Now, proceeding exactly as above, we introduce action-angle coordinates (Zi , I;, cp;, cpi) 

with xi = 
J- 

21,’ cosq;, yi = 
J- 

2’; sin VE and we construct out of them the generalized 

action-angle coordinates 

a’ = z; + z;, c4!’ = rp;, p’ = -z;, q’ = cj2; - cp;. 

Note that a’ = a, while (p’, q’) are new coordinates on the symplectic leaves of the base 
manifold. Precisely, (p’, q’) are cylindric-like coordinates relative to the rotated coordinates 
(F{, F; , Fi), with singularities on the axis F;, not on the axis F3. 

On every symplectic leaf, the curves p = const. and p’ = const. are circles forming 
an angle 2$, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Correspondingly, the two Lagrangian fibrations 
Z = const. and I’ = const. exactly intersect on the periodic orbits. By means of these two 
Lagrangian fibrations and of the symplectic structures ~0, ~1, and a2 as in (4.3) and (4.4), 
one obtains a tri-Hamiltonian structure for the system. 

Finally, we mention that similar situations are met in the free rigid body with a fixed 
point and in the Kepler system; the details can be reconstructed from the treatments of these 
systems given in [9] and [24], respectively. 

Appendix A 

In this appendix we discuss some questions related to recursion operators. 

A.1 

One of the distinct features of the standard bi-Hamiltonian approach (see [2,25]) is that 
by repeatedly applying the recursion operator to a bi-Hamiltonian system one obtains new 
bi-Hamiltonian systems, whose Hamiltonians are first integrals in involution of the original 
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system. Only part of this survives in the present approach, just as in [6], and only if we 
refer to the stronger notion of (n, n’)-compatibility. Specifically, the recursion operator 
produces only symmetries, which could be not Hamiltonian and, in degenerate cases, might 
even not commute. 

Proposition A.1. Assume that a0 and (rl are (n, xl)-compatible of order n and indepen- 
dent. Let R = oiop and assume that X is CO- and 01 -Hamiltonian. Then: 
(i) RkX is tangent to the leaves of TC’ for any k > 1. 

(ii) Ifn = d, then RkX is tangent to the$bers of n, has linearjow, and [RkX, R’X] = 0 
(k, 1 = 1, , . . , n). 

Proo$ If X is bi-Hamiltonian, then, by statement (ii) of Proposition 4, it is tangent to the 
leaves of rr’. Hence, in order to prove statement (i), it suffices to prove that, under the stated 
hypotheses, the tangent spaces to the leaves of nL are invariant under R. This is proven 
by observing that, since 61 has expression (2.10) with e = e(a), in expression (4.1) of the 
recursion operator one has E,, = E,, = 0, so that vectors with zero a-components are 
mapped into vectors with zero a-components. 

If n = d, so that n coincides with its polar, then X = wi (a)a/%q by Proposition 4. 
Hence, using (4. l), one sees that Rk X = (E,k,)ijWj a/aai, which is constant on each torus 
a = const. Commutativity follows from here. 0 

A.2 

As anticipated in Section 4.1, we show now by an example that, given two symplectic 
structures au and 61, it may happen that all bi-Hamiltonian systems are bi-completely 
integrable even though the eigenvalues of R = Rio,” are not independent. 

Specifically, let us consider the two symplectic structures 

co = da1 A dot + da2 A daz, ot=d($*d~t+d(+,, 

on R$ x T2 3 (a, cr). The matrices E and F defined in (2.9) are in this case 

F=O 

and the eigenvalues of the recursion operator are &fi, which are not independent. 
However, as we now show, any vector field which is uu- and cq -Hamiltonian is necessarily 
tangent to the tori a = const. and hence is completely integrable. 

To this end, let us first note that, in general, if au and ot are as in (2.2) and (2.10) 
with n = d, and if H and K are the a~- and q-Hamiltonians of a vector field X = 
Xai a/aai + X”’ a/&q, respectively, then one has 

aK 
- = Erg, 

aK 

au 
-=Eg+FE. 
aa 
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In the present case, these equations read 

aK aH aK aH aK aH aK aH 
G=a2Gt G=alG, G=alaa;!’ aa,=aaa,. 

Hence, equating the mixed derivatives of K with respect to ~1 and CQ one obtains 

a2H a2H 
a’3 = Qj$’ 64.1) 

Similarly, after equating the mixed derivatives of K with respect to al and ~2 and with 
respect to a2 and at, respectively, one obtains 

a2H a2H =E+a,- a2H aH a2H 
al ~ ao2aa2 aal aotk.2, ’ a2aollaal = 

aa +a2-_, 
2 ao2aa2 

so that 
aH aH 

a2G = alG. (A-2) 

Using Eq. (A. 1) once and then Eq. (A.2) twice, one obtains 

a2H a2 a2H a2 2 a2H 

a+ = G an,2 = al ( > 

a2 -= - 
ao2a01 al q’ 0 

3 a2H 

so that a2H/aaf = 0. Hence, by (A.l), a2H/aa~ = 0. Since H must be aperiodic function 
of the angles, this shows that H is independent of crt and ~2, i.e., H = H(a) is completely 
integrable, as claimed. 

A.3 

In [20], Marmo and Vilasi proved the following: if a Hamiltonian vector field X has all 
its orbits periodic and if the period-energy relation is smooth and does not have any critical 
points, then any recursion operator R for X is such that RX is parallel to X. This raises 
some questions about the ability to generate new symmetries for degenerate systems by 
recursion operators. We extend here this result to systems with quasi-periodic motions: 

Proposition A.2. Consider a vectorjeld X which is Hamiltonian and noncommutatively 
integrable relative to a symplectic structure oo and which has n frequencies; let IT be the 
jibration by its invariant tori. Assume that X is Hamiltonian relative to another symplectic 
structure ol and let R = oio,b. If(i) a0 ana’ 61 are (IT, rc’)-compatible, or (ii) X is 
anisochronous, then R-‘X is tangent to thejbers of IT. 

Proo$ In au-generalized action-angle coordinates, we have X = wi (a) a/aayi = oi (- d H) . 
Preliminarily, let us note that, under any of the two hypotheses (i) and (ii), (rt has the form 
(2.10). This follows from statement (i) of Proposition 1 in case (i) and from statement (i.2) 
of Proposition 2 in case (ii). Hence, if we let Y = R-*X, we have 

*lb(Y) = EjiYaj doi - (EjiYa’ - Fr,2d_2n+jYbr) daj + FrsYbr db, 
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(here s takes the values 1, . . . , 2d - 2n, while all other indices obey our previous conven- 
tions). But u:(Y) = -dH = -wi(a)dai, and so 

EjiYaf = 0, EjiYffi - Er,Zd-2n+j Ybr = -Wj , F,,Y b r = 0 

forallj=l . . . . n,r=l,..., 2d-n,ands=l,..., 2d-2n.SinceEisinvertible,the 
first equation implies Ya = 0. Therefore, the last equation becomes 

where the matrix is invertible by the hypotheses (2.8) on the ranks of E and (F, E). We 
conclude Yb = 0 and thus Y is tangent to the fibers of rr. 0 

Appendix B 

In this appendix we make some comments on Definition 2. We begin by showing that the 
three conditions entering (D2.1) are independent of each other. First, the following example 
shows that the requirement of bi-affinity is independent of the other two: 

M = R x s’ 3 (a, a!), a0 = da A do 
n(u, cz) = a, q =(l+~sincz)dur\da. 

The fibers of n : M + R are bi-Lagrangian (hence bi-isotropic and bi-symplectically 
complete), but 

v(Q) a = 0 vk?) 2 _ COST a 
afaff aa! f am aa! - 

-* 
2+sina acr 

(Incidentally, (a, a) and (a, a! - i cos (Y) are au- and ot -action-angle coordinates of rr, 
respectively.) 

Second, the following example shows that the DO- and at-polars of rr, when they exist, 
need not coincide 

A4 = R x R x R x s’ 3 (p, q, a, (II), ao= dur\ da!+ dpr\ dq, 

n(p, 9, a, a) = a, at = d(u2 + p2) A da! + dp A dq. 

The fibration n : M + Iw is clearly bi-isotropic; it is also bi-affine, since a/&z = X$+Pz) 
and so 

v(d 2 = It a 
am aa al &u2 + p2) = 0. 

( > 

However, the leaves of the ue- and at-polar foliations of n are given by the equations 
a = const. and u2 + p2 = const., respectively. 

Third, it is well known that not every isotropic fibration has a polar foliation [16, 
Section 4.61. 
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The next Proposition contains a number of equivalent restatements of the condition of 
bi-affinity, which should help clarify its meaning: 

Proposition B.l. Let n : M -+ B be ajbration with compact and connectedfibers which 
is isotropic and symplectically complete with respect to two symplectic structures 00 and 
ol on M. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) The restrictions of V@O) and of V(*r ) to thefibers of n coincide. 
(ii) In a neighborhood of every fiber of n there exist n everywhere linearly independent 

a~- and 61 -Hamiltonian vector fields which are tangent to thejbers of n. 
(iii) In a neighborhood of everyjber of n there exist og- and o1 -generalized action-angle 

coordinates of n, (p, q, a, a) and (x, y, e, n), respectively, such that X$’ = XL?‘. 
(iv) In a neighborhood of everyfiber of n there exists a vectorjeld which is both og- and 

o1 -Hamiltonian, is tangent to the fibers of n, and has n frequencies. 

Proo$ We denote by (b, a) = (p, q, a, a) a system of go-generalized action-angle coor- 
dinates of rc and by X$ the ai -Hamiltonian vector field of a function H. 

(i) + (iii): Proceeding as in the proof of statement (i) of Proposition 1, one finds that CT~ 
has expression (2.6), so that a/aoi = X,40 = X2. 

(ii) =+ (i): Consider any symplectic manifold (M, a) and an isotropic symplectically 
complete fibration of M with compact connected fibers. Let V@‘) denote the associated 
partial connection given in (2.1). Then, if X and Y are any two Hamiltonian vector fields 
tangent to the fibers of this fibration, one has V, @)Y = 0 (this is seen by referring to (2.3) 
and using the fact that the Hamiltonian of Y depends only on the actions a). Hence, if 

Yl, . . .7 Y, are as in hypothesis (ii), then VP’ Yj = VF)Yj = 0 for all i, j. This shows 

that V@O) and V(Ul) agree on a basis for the sections of n, and so their restrictions to the 
fibers of n are equal. 

(i) + (iv): For any nonresonant w E R”, the vector field wia/aai has all the properties 
stated in (iv). (It is 61 -Hamiltonian because so are the vector fields a/&i, as proven in (i) 
j (iii) above.) 

Finally, note that (iii) =+ (ii) is obvious while (iv) + (i) follows from statement (i) of 
Proposition 2. 0 
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